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The 55 vibration is praised in all scriptures and literature its ancient
lore have known this number as “Annihilation and Ascension “. It
represents Will Power and Genius. The ancient Greek warriors invoked
success and painted Number 55 in their armors. This invoked powers
to confer victory on them, when they fought battles with their enemies.
July 5th, 2013
New Discoveries Applied
In the recent weeks I have been taking a break from forecasting as some things have
change my methods. In this kind of business it is an ever learning and researched
business. If you can’t forecast the exact date or price than that means it still leaves you
room to grow. We all know what W.D Gann did back in 1909 with the wheat trade
regarding his methods.
While what I have to say now in this newsletter will be short and I don’t put up pretty
charts. Everything is about the timing of the trade and the methods are still determined by
the PIVOT POINTS. The new discoveries of which I applied come forth from
understanding how time and vibration is set in resonance. Time & Space is a matrix where
at certain points like and like gives causes to defining what vibrations are at work.
For subscribers of my newsletter my goal is to give 100 or more buy or sell signals mark on
an exact date. The conclusion to this is to hit 85% of these trades whether intraday or end
of day trading. The trades could come in commodities, stocks, indexes, or even currencies
here. The purpose is to show clients a winning newsletter with unbeatable timing in the
industry.

Now I am going to cut this short, so I can get working on other trades for all clients. The
first trade will come 8/16/2013 end of day for a change of trend. The second important
trade will happen exactly on 9/19/2013 end of day bottom pivot. We started updating the
records of all trades from Issue No. 11 on the new method. A date earlier or later forecast
can always come through, but they indicate where all the important pivots happen.
Remember that I don’t know if these points connect together as in top to bottom or vice
versa. I only know that they’re the top or bottom and each date marks a change of trend.
You already know what is unique that is when I say EXACT DATE, or otherwise I am
wrong on the forecast. At times I will know if certain points connect together, but
sometimes I just won’t know.
1. 8/16/2013, has a negative factor in here so I will say that it comes out as a top. I also
say it could come as a bottom, but regardless it is a change of trend.
2. 9/19/2013 is a positive factor and is indicated to be a bottom pivot. Both of these
trades will be end of day on the S&P 500, Dow Jones 30, NASDAQ, but don’t buy
into a concentrated index like the Russell.

The average distance for each pivot has gone at least 7 days higher per indication. If there
is any question email us at 55@themastersealunlock.com, and also happy July 4th that will
be passing into the weekend.
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